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Abstract
We extend the definition of the chromatic symmetric function XG to include graphs G with

a vertex-weight function w : V (G) → N. We show how this provides the chromatic symmetric
function with a natural deletion-contraction relation analogous to that of the chromatic poly-
nomial. Using this relation we derive new properties of the chromatic symmetric function, and
we give alternate proofs of many fundamental properties of XG.
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1 Introduction

The chromatic symmetric function XG of a graph G was introduced by Stanley in 1995 [29] as a
generalization of the chromatic polynomial χG(x). It is defined as

XG(x1, x2, . . . ) =
∑
κ

∏
v∈V (G)

xκ(v)

where the sum ranges over all proper colorings κ of G. Recent research on XG has focused on
(among other topics) the Stanley-Stembridge conjecture that the chromatic symmetric function
of the incomparability graph of a (3 + 1)-free poset is e-positive [3, 7, 8, 11, 15, 29], the related
conjecture that the chromatic symmetric function of a claw-free graph is s-positive [12, 24, 25, 33],
and the conjecture that XG distinguishes nonisomorphic trees [2, 16]. Other results have extended
the definition of XG to include quasisymmetric functions [1, 10, 32] or noncommuting variables
[9, 13].

In this paper we extend XG in a different direction. Our motivation is the observation that while
the chromatic polynomial χG of a graph G admits the simple edge deletion-contraction relation

χG = χG\e − χG/e

the chromatic symmetric function XG does not admit such a relation. This is because XG is always
homogeneous of degree |V (G)|, so trying to formulate such a relation encounters difficulties when
considering edge contraction. Instead, the best known edge recurrence relation on XG itself is a
triangular relation discovered by Orellana and Scott in 2014 [23], and its generalization to all cycles
in 2018 by Dahlberg and van Willigenburg [8].
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To provide XG with a deletion-contraction relation in a natural way, we extend the definition
to include pairs (G,w) consisting of a graph G and a vertex-weight function w : V (G)→ N. Then
the extended function

X(G,w)(x1, x2, . . . ) =
∑
κ

∏
v∈V (G)

x
w(v)
κ(v)

admits a generalization of the classic deletion-contraction relation of the chromatic polynomial of
the form

X(G,w) = X(G\e,w) −X(G/e,w/e)

where w/e indicates that when we contract an edge e, the weight of the contacted vertex is the
sum of the weights of the endpoints of e.

This approach builds upon previous extensions of the chromatic symmetric function that admit
deletion-contraction relations. An early example was the chromatic symmetric function in non-
commuting variables YG(x1, x2, . . . ), introduced by Gebhard and Sagan in 1999 [13], which satisfies
YG = YG\e−YG/e ↑, where ↑ is an operation they define called induction. This induction operation
takes a variable xi representing the color of a vertex and duplicates it, which is similar to our con-
traction term X(G/e,w/e) that adds vertex weights. More recently, the pointed chromatic symmetric
function XG,v(t, x1, x2, . . . ), rooted at a vertex v, was introduced by Pawlowski in 2018 [25] and
satisfies XG,v = XG\e,v − tXG/e,v when e is an edge incident to v.

Additionally, X(G,w) relates to work of Noble and Welsh [22]. Their W -polynomial, defined
on vertex-weighted graphs, admits a deletion-contraction relation. They show that XG can be
recovered from the W -polynomial on unweighted graphs, and it can be proved in an analogous
way that X(G,w) can be recovered from the W -polynomial for vertex-weighted graphs. Moreover,
they demonstrate that in unweighted graphs, the W -polynomial contains the same information
as XBG, the bad-coloring chromatic symmetric function of Stanley [31]. A simple modification
of their argument shows that the natural extension of X(G,w) to a vertex-weighted form of XBG
contains the same information as the W -polynomial for all vertex-weighted graphs. The authors’
paper [6] provides further research in this direction.

In this paper, we prove new properties of and rederive known results for XG by proving them
for the more general X(G,w), and in the case of previously known results, these proofs are substan-
tially different in nature from the original ones, as they depend primarily on simple enumerative
techniques and induction using deletion-contraction.

In Section 2 we provide background on graphs and symmetric functions that will be used
throughout this paper. In Section 3 we define formally our extended function on vertex-weighted
graphs, prove that a deletion-contraction relation holds, and use it to provide alternate proofs
of known results by extending them to the vertex-weighted case. In Section 4 we derive a new
result on the e-basis expansion of X(G,w) that generalizes a result of [29]. Finally, in Section 5
we consider further applications of X(G,w). In particular, we define an extension of X(G,w) that
generalizes the chromatic quasisymmetric function of Shareshian and Wachs [32] and show that it
satisfies a deletion-contraction relation, and we show that X(G,w) is neither e-positive nor e-negative
when w is not the weight function that gives every vertex weight 1. We also discuss potential
applications of X(G,w) to s-positivity, partition systems, the umbral chromatic polynomial, the
path-cycle symmetric function for digraphs, and functions on double posets.
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2 Background

An integer partition (or just partition) is a tuple λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) of positive integers such that
λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk. The integers λi are the parts of λ. If

∑k
i=1 λi = n, we say that λ is a partition of n,

and we write λ ` n, or |λ| = n. The number of parts k is the length of λ, and is denoted by l(λ).
The number of parts equal to i in λ is given by ri(λ).

The Young diagram Y (λ) of shape λ is a set of boxes, left- and top-justified, so that there are
λi boxes in the ith row from the top. A filling of Y (λ) with elements from a set S is an assignment
of an s ∈ S to each box of Y (λ). A Young tableau T of shape λ is a filling of Y (λ) with positive
integers Z+. A Young tableau T is semi-standard if

• Its integers are weakly increasing along rows left-to-right.

• Its integers are strictly increasing down columns.

For example, the following is a semi-standard Young tableau of shape (4, 2, 2, 1):

1 1 2 4
2 3
4 4
6

A function f(x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ R[[x1, x2, . . . ]] is symmetric if f(x1, x2, . . . ) = f(xσ(1), xσ(2), . . . ) for
every permutation σ of the positive integers N. The algebra of symmetric functions Λ is the subal-
gebra of R[[x1, x2, . . . ]] consisting of those symmetric functions f that are of bounded degree (that
is, there exists a positive integer n such that every monomial of f has degree ≤ n). Furthermore,
Λ is a graded algebra, with natural grading

Λ =
∞⊕
k=0

Λd

where Λd consists of symmetric functions that are homogeneous of degree d [20, 30].
Each Λd is a finite-dimensional vector space over R, with dimension equal to the number of

partitions of d (and thus, Λ is an infinite-dimensional vector space over R). There are five commonly-
used bases of Λ that are indexed by partitions λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) (for more details see e.g. [20, 30]):

The monomial symmetric functions, defined as

mλ =
∑
σ∈SN

xλ1
σ(1)x

λ2
σ(2) . . . x

λk
σ(k).

The power-sum symmetric functions, defined by the equations

pn =
∞∑
k=1

xnk , pλ = pλ1pλ2 . . . pλk .

The elementary symmetric functions, defined by the equations

en =
∑

i1<···<in
xi1 . . . xin , eλ = eλ1eλ2 . . . eλk .

The homogeneous symmetric functions, defined by the equations

hn =
∑
µ`n

mµ, hλ = hλ1hλ2 . . . hλk .
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And the Schur functions, which may be defined as

sλ =
∑
µ`|λ|

Kλµmµ

where Kλµ is the number of semi-standard Young tableaux T of shape λ where for all positive
integers i, T contains µi instances of i. Among these bases, in discussing the chromatic symmetric
function we will focus mostly on the basis of elementary symmetric functions, with reference also
to the power-sum basis (in Section 3) and the Schur function basis (in Section 5).

Given a symmetric function f and a basis b of Λ, we say that f is b-positive if when we write
f in the basis b, all coefficients are nonnegative.

We define the symmetric function involution ω by ω(pλ) = (−1)|λ|−l(λ)pλ.
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge multiset E where the elements of E

are pairs of (not necessarily distinct) elements of V . An edge e ∈ E that contains the same vertex
twice is called a loop. If there are two or more edges that each contain the same two vertices, they
are called multi-edges. A simple graph is a graph G = (V,E) in which E does not contain loops or
multi-edges (thus, E ⊆

(V
2
)
). If {v1, v2} is an edge (or nonedge), we will write it as v1v2 = v2v1.

The vertices v1 and v2 are the endpoints of the edge v1v2. We will use V (G) and E(G) to denote
the vertex set and edge multiset of a graph G respectively.

The complement of a simple graph G = (V,E) is denoted G, and is defined as G = (V,
(V

2
)
\E),

so in G every edge of G is replaced by a nonedge, and every nonedge is replaced by an edge.
A subgraph of a graph G is a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) where V ′ ⊆ V and E′ ⊆ E|V ′ , where E|V ′ is

the set of edges with both endpoints in V ′. An induced subgraph of G is a graph G′ = (V ′, E|V ′)
with V ′ ⊆ V . A stable set of G is a subset V ′ ⊆ V such that E|V ′ = ∅. A clique of G is a subset
V ′ ⊆ V such that for every pair of distinct vertices v1 and v2 of V ′, v1v2 ∈ E(G).

A path in a graph G is a sequence of edges v1v2, v2v3, . . . , vk−1vk such that vi 6= vj for all i 6= j.
The vertices v1 and vk are the endpoints of the path. A cycle in a graph is a sequence of edges
v1v2, v2v3, . . . , vkv1 such that vi 6= vj for all i 6= j. Note that in a simple graph every cycle must
have at least 3 edges, although in a nonsimple graph there may be cycles of size 1 (a loop) or 2
(multi-edges).

A graph G is connected if for every pair of distinct vertices v1 and v2 of G there is a path
in G with v1 and v2 as its endpoints. The connected components of G are the maximal induced
subgraphs of G which are connected.

The complete graph Kn on n vertices is the unique simple graph having all possible edges, that
is, E(Kn) =

(V
2
)
.

Given a graph G, there are two commonly used operations that produce new graphs. One is de-
letion: given an edge e ∈ E(G), the graph of G with e deleted is the graph G′ = (V (G), E(G)\{e}),
and is denoted G\e. Likewise, if S is a multiset of edges, we use G\S to denote the graph
(V (G), E(G)\S).

The other operation is the contraction of an edge e = v1v2, denoted G/e. If v1 = v2 (e is a loop),
we define G/e = G\e. Otherwise, we create a new vertex v∗, and define G/e as the graph G′ with
V (G′) = (V (G)\{v1, v2})∪ v∗, and E(G′) = (E(G)\E(v1, v2))∪E(v∗), where E(v1, v2) is the set of
edges with at least one of v1 or v2 as an endpoint, and E(v∗) consists of each edge in E(v1, v2)\e
with the endpoint v1 and/or v2 replaced with the new vertex v∗. Note that this is an operation on
a (possibly nonsimple) graph that identifies two vertices while keeping and/or creating multi-edges
and loops.

There is also a different version of edge contraction that is defined only on simple graphs. In
the case that G is a simple graph, we define the simple contraction G - e to be the same as G/e
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except that after performing the contraction operation, we delete any loops and all but a single
copy of each multi-edge so that the result is again a simple graph.

Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a (not necessarily simple) graph. A map κ : V (G) → N is called a
coloring of G. This coloring is called proper if κ(v1) 6= κ(v2) for all v1, v2 such that there exists an
edge e = v1v2 in G. As was described in Section 1, the chromatic symmetric function XG of G is
defined as

XG(x1, x2, . . . ) =
∑
κ

∏
v∈V (G)

xκ(v)

where the sum runs over all proper colorings κ of G. Note that if G contains a loop then XG = 0,
and XG is unchanged by replacing any multi-edges by a single edge.

A thorough overview of XG is given in [29]; we postpone introducing its properties to the next
section, where we will also prove generalizations of them.

3 Extending XG to Vertex-Weighted Graphs

Define a vertex-weighted graph (G,w) to be a graph G together with a vertex-weight function
w : V (G)→ N. The weight of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is w(v). Using the notation

xκ(G,w) =
∏

v∈V (G)
x
w(v)
κ(v)

we generalize the chromatic symmetric function to vertex-weighted graphs as

X(G,w) =
∑
κ

xκ(G,w) (1)

where the sum is taken over all proper colorings κ of G. We use this nonstandard notation as it
will be convenient to refer explicitly to individual summands of X(G,w) in proofs. Note that the
usual chromatic symmetric function XG is equivalent to X(G,w) where w is the function assigning
weight 1 to each vertex.

Given a vertex-weighted graph (G,w) and A ⊆ V (G), define the total weight of A, denoted
w(A), to be

∑
v∈Aw(v). Define the total weight of G to be the total weight of V (G). Throughout

this paper, when G is clear we will generally use n to denote the number of vertices of G, and d to
denote the total weight of G.

Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) be a partition. Define Stλ(G,w) to be the set of (unordered) partitions
of V (G) into k = l(λ) stable sets whose total weights are λ1, . . . , λk. We begin by establishing a
simple formula for expanding X(G,w) in the monomial basis:

Lemma 1. If (G,w) is a vertex-weighted graph with n vertices and total weight d, then

X(G,w) =
∑
λ`d
|Stλ(G,w)|

(
d∏
i=1

ri(λ)!
)
mλ (2)

where we recall that ri(λ) is the number of parts of λ equal to i.

Proof. The proof is a simple modification of the proof of ([29], Theorem 2.4). Since X(G,w) is
symmetric, it suffices to show that the coefficient of xλ1

1 . . . xλkk is correct. For every element of
Stλ(G,w), label the stable sets L1, . . . , Lk in some order such that |Li| = λi. Then there are
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(∏d
i=1 ri(λ)!

)
corresponding proper colorings κ of (G,w) such that ∀i∃j with κ−1(j) = Li and also

xκ(G,w) = xλ1
1 . . . xλkk , since one such coloring is κ(Li) = i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and we may also permute

the colors among those Li that have the same cardinality. Since also clearly every proper κ with
xκ(G,w) = xλ1

1 . . . xλkk has a corresponding element of Stλ(G,w) for which κ is monochromatic on
each part, the terms of X(G,w) are in one-to-one correspondence with those of the right-hand side
of (2), so the lemma is proved.

As an example, for a partition λ, we define Kλ = (Kl(λ), w) where w(vi) = λi for some ordering
v1, v2, . . . , vn of the vertices. Since the only stable sets of Kl(λ) are single vertices, every coloring of
Kl(λ) colors every vertex with a distinct color, and so only monomials of mλ appear. Each monomial
of mλ will occur once for each permutation of the colors of vertices with the same weights, and so
we have

XKλ =
( ∞∏
i=1

ri(λ)!
)
mλ.

Analogously, we define Kλ = (Kl(λ), w) where w(vi) = λi for some ordering of the vertices.
Note that the chromatic symmetric function is multiplicative across disjoint unions, since we may
color each of the connected components independently. Since XKn = pn, it follows that

X
Kλ = pλ.

Note that in the case of unweighted graphs, there is no G such that XG is equal to a nonzero
multiple of mλ or pλ except in the case that λ = 1n [4].1

3.1 A Deletion-Contraction Relation

One of the primary motivations for extending the chromatic symmetric function to vertex-weighted
graphs is the existence of a deletion-contraction relation in this setting. Given a vertex-weighted
graph (G,w), and an edge e = v1v2 of G, let w/e be the modified weight function on G/e such that
w/e = w if e is a loop, and otherwise (w/e)(v) = w(v) if v 6= v1, v2, and for the vertex v∗ of G/e
formed by the contraction, (w/e)(v∗) = w(v1) + w(v2). Note that the same definition of w/e may
be applied to the simple contraction G - e, so we use the same notation.

Lemma 2. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph, and let e ∈ E(G) be any edge. Then

X(G,w) = X(G\e,w) −X(G/e,w/e) (3)

and if G is a simple graph,
X(G,w) = X(G\e,w) −X(G-e,w/e).

Proof. First, we note that for a simple graph G, X(G-e,w/e) = X(G/e,w/e). This is because the only
case in which G - e is different from G/e is in the case that some vertex v′ had edges to both
endpoints of e, for then G/e would have a multi-edge where G - e has a single edge. But by Lemma
1 multi-edges may be reduced to a single edge without affecting the chromatic symmetric function,
establishing the claim. Thus, it suffices to prove (3).

1It is natural to ask which bases are “representable” as chromatic symmetric functions in this way. In addition
to the m- and p-bases, we obtain XG =

(∏
λi!
)
eλ even in the unweighted case by taking G to be a disjoint union

of cliques of sizes equal to the parts of λ. Furthermore, it is easy to show by combining the p-positivity of (12) with
the results of [4] that there are no vertex-weighted graphs (G,w) such that X(G,w) is a nonzero multiple of hλ or sλ
except in the case that λ = 1n.
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We rewrite (3) in the form

X(G\e,w) = X(G,w) +X(G/e,w/e). (4)

The statement is immediate if e is a loop, so we may assume e = v1v2 connects distinct vertices,
and we also let v∗ be the contracted vertex in G/e. It suffices to show a one-to-one correspondence
between terms of X(G\e,w) and terms of X(G,w) or X(G/e,w/e). We consider two cases for each term
xκ(G\e, w) (as defined in Section 2) occurring in the left-hand side of (4) based on the proper
coloring κ. If κ(v1) = κ(v2), then xκ(G\e, w) = xκe(G/e,w/e), where κe is the proper coloring of
G/e such that κe(v∗) = κ(v1), and for all other vertices v, κe(v) = κ(v). If κ(v1) 6= κ(v2), then
xκ(G\e, w) = xκ(G,w). This correspondence is injective, since changing the color of any vertex
in G\e changes the corresponding proper coloring of either G or G/e. This correspondence is also
surjective, since given a proper coloring of G or G/e, we can recover a proper coloring of G\e that
is its preimage under this map by removing e or uncontracting v∗, respectively.

Note that it is also possible to write this relation in the “vertex uncontraction” form

X(G/e,w/e) = X(G\e,w) −X(G,w). (5)

This form has increased flexibility, because if we are given (G/e,w/e), we may make two choices in
uncontracting: first, if the vertex being uncontracted has weight greater than 2, we may choose how
to distribute the weights to the two new vertices in G, and second, for edges that were incident to
the contracted vertex, we may choose how those edges are incident to the newly created vertices in
G. Thus, whenever this uncontraction form is used on a graph (G/e,w/e) throughout this paper,
we will specify the graph (G,w).

One advantage of having a deletion-contraction relation is that to prove a property on graphs,
we can pass to an appropriate property on vertex-weighted graphs, and either use the deletion-
contraction property directly, or an inductive approach by showing that the property holds on
graphs with no edges, and applying induction to the number of edges using deletion-contraction.

To illustrate the power of this approach, we extend known properties of the chromatic symmetric
function on unweighted graphs to the set of vertex-weighted graphs. In doing so we provide new,
alternate proofs of these properties in the unweighted case.

3.2 p-Basis Expansion Formula

Given a vertex-weighted graph (G,w), and S ⊆ E(G), we define λ(G,w, S) to be the partition
whose parts are the total weights of the connected components of (G′, w), where G′ = (V (G), S).

Lemma 3.
X(G,w) =

∑
S⊆E(G)

(−1)|S|pλ(G,w,S) (6)

Proof. This could be proved by adapting the proof of ([29], Theorem 2.5), but we give a different
proof using deletion-contraction. In our vertex-weighted graph (G,w), let e1, e2, . . . , em be an
ordering of the edges. We expand X(G,w) in the following manner: First, in step 1 we apply
deletion-contraction to e1, and get

X(G,w) = X(G\e1,w) −X(G/e1,w/e1).
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Then, in step 2, we apply deletion-contraction to both of (G\e1, e) and (G/e1, w/e1) using edge e2,
and obtain an equation with four terms. Continuing in this manner, in step i we apply deletion-
contraction to all 2i−1 summands created in the previous step, until after step m we have an
equation of the form

X(G,w) =
∑

S⊆E(G)
(−1)|S|X(G(S),w(S))

where (G(S), w(S)) is the graph resulting from contracting the edges in S and deleting the edges
in E(G)\S, using our given ordering. This graph has no edges, and each vertex corresponds to
a connected component of the graph G′ = (V (G), S), since the vertices have been formed by the
contraction of exactly those edges in S. Furthermore, the weights of these vertices are the total
weights of the connected components of (G′, w), since the weight of a vertex in (G(S), w(S)) is the
sum of the weights of all the vertices in the corresponding component of (G′, w). We recall that
if Kλ is the graph with no edges and vertices of weights λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk, then X

Kλ = pλ. Thus
X(G(S),w(S)) = pλ(G,w,S), and the result follows.

3.3 The Effect of the Symmetric Function Involution

Given a graph G, define an orientation of G to be an assignment of an order (or orientation) to
the endpoints of each edge e ∈ E(G). If we orient the edge v1v2 by placing v1 before v2, we write
v1 → v2, and say that v1 is the tail, and v2 the head. An oriented cycle of an orientation of G is
a sequence of edges v1v2, v2v3, . . . , vm−1v0, v0v1 that forms a cycle in G, and such that these edges
are either all oriented such that vi → vi+1 for all i, or vi+1 → vi for all i (with indices taken mod
m in both cases). An acyclic orientation of G is one which contains no oriented cycle.

Recall that with respect to an edge e = v1v2 ∈ E(G) that is not a loop, we define the contracted
graph G/e to be G′ with V (G′) = (V (G)\{v1, v2}) ∪ v∗, and E(G′) = (E(G)\E(v1, v2)) ∪ E(v∗),
where E(v1, v2) is the set of edges with at least one of v1 or v2 as an endpoint, and E(v∗) consists of
each edge in E(v1, v2)\{e} with the endpoint v1 and/or v2 replaced with the new vertex v∗. Using
this notation, we define the contraction of the orientation γ with respect to e to be the orientation
γe of G/e where

• Edges of (E(G)\E(v1, v2)) are oriented as they are in γ.

• If vvi, i ∈ {1, 2} is an edge of G for v 6= v1, v2, orient the corresponding edge vv∗ of G/e such
that v is a head of vvi in γ if and only if v is a head of vv∗ in γe.

• If vivj , i, j ∈ {1, 2} is an edge of G other than e, the corresponding edge v∗v∗ is oriented
trivially as v∗ → v∗.

Given a vertex-weighted graph (G,w) and an acyclic orientation γ of G, we define a coloring κ
of G to be weakly proper with respect to γ if for every edge e = v1v2 oriented as v1 → v2 by γ, we
have κ(v1) ≤ κ(v2), and in this case we write

xκ(G,w, γ) =
∏

v∈V (G)
x
w(v)
κ(v) .

For a vertex-weighted graph (G,w), we define its weak chromatic symmetric function as

X(G,w) =
∑
(γ,κ)

xκ(G,w, γ) (7)
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where the sum ranges over all ordered pairs (γ, κ) with γ an acyclic orientation of G, and κ a
weakly proper coloring of G with respect to γ.

We prove the following formula for the vertex-weighted weak chromatic symmetric function,
extending the formula for unweighted graphs given in ([29], Theorem 4.2):

Theorem 4. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph with n vertices and with total weight d. Then

X(G,w) = (−1)d−nω(X(G,w)) (8)

where ω is the involution on symmetric functions defined by ω(pλ) = (−1)|λ|−l(λ)pλ.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of edges of G. In the base case, the graph has
no edges, and vertices of weights λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk, say. Then X(G,w) = X(G,w) = pλ, where λ =
(λ1, . . . , λk), and since ω(pλ) = (−1)|λ|−l(λ)pλ = (−1)d−npλ, the result follows.

For the inductive step, we consider (G,w) where G has m ≥ 1 edges, and assume that (8)
holds for graphs with m − 1 or fewer edges. Let e = v1v2 be an edge of G. Then from the
deletion-contraction relation (3), we deduce that

(−1)d−nω(X(G,w)) = (−1)d−nω(X(G\e,w)) + (−1)d−n−1ω(X(G/e,w/e)). (9)

By applying the inductive hypothesis to (G\e, w) and (G/e,w/e), it suffices to show that

X(G,w) = X(G\e,w) +X(G/e,w/e). (10)

We extend the definition of xκ(G,w, γ) to include all orientations γ and all colorings κ by
defining that xκ(G,w, γ) = 0 if γ is not acyclic, or if κ is not a weakly proper coloring of G with
respect to γ. Given an orientation γ and coloring κ on (G\e, w), we also define the following:

• γ1 is the orientation of (G,w) with v1 → v2 and all other edges oriented as in γ.

• γ2 is the orientation of (G,w) with v2 → v1 and all other edges oriented as in γ.

• If κ(v1) = κ(v2), κe is the coloring of (G/e,w/e) with κe(v∗) = κ(v1) where v∗ is the vertex
created by the contraction of e, and for all other vertices v, κe(v) = κ(v).

• If κ(v1) 6= κ(v2), then κe does not exist (and so xκe(G/e,w/e, γe) = 0).

Using these definitions, to show (10) it suffices to show the stronger statement that for every acyclic
orientation γ of G\e, and every weakly proper coloring κ of (G\e, w) with respect to γ, we have

xκ(G,w, γ1) + xκ(G,w, γ2) = xκ(G\e, w, γ) + xκe(G/e,w/e, γe) (11)

since every summand of X(G,w), X(G/e,w/e) and X(G\e,w) is counted exactly once in this way. Note
that each of xκ(G,w, γ1), xκ(G,w, γ2), xκ(G\e, w, γ), and xκe(G/e,w, γe) is either zero or equal to
xκ(G\e, w, γ), so it is enough to show that the same number of summands on both sides of (11)
are nonzero.

We split into cases based on whether γ has a directed path between v1 and v2 (note that it does
not contain both a path from v1 to v2 and one from v2 to v1 since then γ would contain an oriented
cycle). Suppose for a contradiction that γ contains such a path; without loss of generality we may
assume it is from v1 to v2. Then γ2 and γe both contain oriented cycles in their respective graphs.
However, γ1 does not contain an oriented cycle in (G,w). Furthermore, κ(v1) ≤ κ(v2) since κ is
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proper with respect to γ in (G\e, w) and there is a directed path from v1 to v2, so κ is proper with
respect to γ1 in (G,w). Thus, (11) holds in this case.

Now assume that there is no directed path. Then all of γ1, γ2, and γe are acyclic orientations.
We split into subcases based on κ. If κ(v1) = κ(v2), then κe exists and is proper with respect to
γe, and κ is proper with respect to all of γ, γ1, and γ2, so (11) holds. Otherwise, without loss of
generality suppose that κ(v1) < κ(v2). Then κe does not exist, and κ is not proper with respect to
γ2, but κ is proper with respect to γ1, so (11) also holds in this case. This concludes the proof.

As a corollary, we deduce a further result about the function X(G,w) that extends the corres-
ponding result on unweighted graphs from ([29], Theorem 2.7):

Corollary 5. If (G,w) is a vertex-weighted graph with n vertices and total weight d, then

X(G,w) = (−1)d−nω(X(G,w)) (12)

is p-positive.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of edges. The base case is a graph with no edges,
and as was noted at the beginning of the previous proof, if such a graph (G,w) has vertices of
weights λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk say, then X(G,w) = pλ where λ = (λ1, . . . , λk), and this is p-positive.

For the inductive step, suppose that (G,w) has m ≥ 1 edges, and suppose that we have shown
that the claim holds for vertex-weighted graphs (G,w) with m − 1 edges. Then for any edge
e ∈ E(G), using the inductive hypothesis and the relation (10) shows that X(G,w) is a sum of two
p-positive functions, and hence it is p-positive, and this concludes the proof.

3.4 A Formula on Cycles

We now prove a modular relation on cycles that was originally proved for unweighted graphs by
([8], Proposition 5):

Theorem 6. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph containing a cycle C, and let e be a fixed edge
of this cycle. Then ∑

S⊆E(C)\e
(−1)|S|X(G\S,w) = 0. (13)

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of edges in the cycle. The base case of a 1-edge
cycle (a loop) is immediate.

For the inductive step, we assume the claim holds for graphs with an n-edge cycle and show
that it holds on graphs with an (n+ 1)-edge cycle. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph with an
(n+ 1)-edge cycle C, let e be the edge in the statement of Theorem 6, and let f = v1v2 be an edge
of the cycle with e 6= f . We apply deletion-contraction to the edge f to get

X(G,w) = X(G\f,w) −X(G/f,w/f).

Let v∗ be the vertex of G/f formed by the contraction of v1 and v2. We now apply the inductive
hypothesis to (G/f,w/f), since in this graph C/f is an n-edge cycle containing the edge e. We
obtain

X(G,w) = X(G\f,w) −
∑

∅6=S′⊆E(C/f)\e
(−1)|S′|−1X((G/f)\S′,w/f).
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Now, in this sum, for every summand we will uncontract the graph ((G/f)\S′, w/f) to (G\S′, w),
thus obtaining

X(G,w) = X(G\f,w)

−
∑

∅6=S′⊆E(C)\{e,f}
(−1)|S′|−1X(G\(S′∪{f}),w)

+
∑

∅6=S′⊆E(C)\{e,f}
(−1)|S′|−1X(G\S′,w). (14)

We claim that the right-hand side of this equation is equal to∑
∅6=S⊆E(C)\e

(−1)|S|−1X(G\S,w) (15)

which is sufficient to complete the proof.
The term X(G\f,w) of (14) is equal to the term of (15) corresponding to S = {f}. The subtracted

sum
−

∑
∅(S′⊆E(C)\{e,f}

(−1)|S′|−1X(G\(S′∪{f}),w)

in (14) is equal to the sum of those terms of (15) corresponding to sets S = {f} ∪ S′ with S′ 6= ∅.
Finally, the sum ∑

∅(S′⊆E(C)\{e,f}
(−1)|S′|−1X(G\S′,w)

of (14) is equal to the sum of the terms of (15) corresponding to sets S = S′ where S′ is a nonempty
subset of C\{e, f}.

4 Acyclic Orientations

Let a(G) denote the number of acyclic orientations of a graph G. In terms of deletion-contraction,
for any edge e ∈ E(G) that is not a loop, it is easy to check that

a(G) = a(G\e) + a(G/e) (16)

It can be shown, either by using (16) and induction, or using a chromatic polynomial version of
(10) as in [28], that if G is a graph on n vertices, then

a(G) = (−1)nχG(−1) (17)

Additionally, if γ is an orientation of a graph G, we call a vertex v ∈ V (G) a sink of γ if v is not
the tail of any edge of γ. Then (17) is generalized by the following theorem:

Theorem 7. ([29], Theorem 3.3)
Let G be an unweighted graph. We write its chromatic symmetric function in the elementary

symmetric function basis as
XG =

∑
λ

cλeλ.
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Then
a(G) =

∑
λ

cλ. (18)

Furthermore, as a refinement, define am(G) to be the number of acyclic orientations of G having
exactly m sinks. Then

am(G) =
∑

l(λ)=m
cλ. (19)

That is, am(G) is given by the sum of those cλ corresponding to partitions λ with exactly m parts.

Notably, the proof method of [29] uses a novel algebraic argument that does not generalize
directly either the argument of [28] or the inductive method suggested by (16).

We will prove a generalization for vertex-weighted graphs using induction and the deletion-
contraction relation. In this way, we also provide an alternate proof of (19) that is a natural
extension of enumerative proofs of (17).

We first establish some notation and terminology. For a symmetric function f , if f =
∑
λ cλeλ

is its expansion in the basis of elementary symmetric functions, we define σ(f) =
∑
λ cλ, and

σm(f) =
∑
l(λ)=m cλ.

For an acyclic orientation γ of a vertex-weighted graph (G,w), we define Sink(γ) to be the set of
sinks of G with respect to γ (note that as γ is acyclic, Sink(γ) is always nonempty). Let sink(γ) =
|Sink(γ)|. Define a sink map S of γ to be a function S : Sink(γ)→ 2N such that for all v ∈ Sink(γ),
∅ 6= S(v) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , w(v)}. Given a sink map S of an acyclic orientation γ on a vertex-weighted
graph (G,w), we define its sink weight to be swt(G,w, γ, S) =

∑
v∈Sink(γ) |S(v)|. When (G,w)

and/or γ are clear from context we may use swt(S) or swt(γ, S) in place of swt(G,w, γ, S) for
brevity.

We now state the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 8. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph with n vertices and total weight d. Then

σ(X(G,w)) = (−1)d−n
∑

(γ,S)
(−1)swt(S)−sink(γ)

where the sum runs over all ordered pairs (γ, S) such that γ is an acyclic orientation of (G,w),
and S is a sink map of γ. Additionally,

σm(X(G,w)) = (−1)d−n
∑

swt(γ,S)=m
(−1)m−sink(γ) (20)

where the sum ranges only over those ordered pairs (γ, S) with swt(S) = m.

Proof. It suffices to prove (20). We proceed by induction on the number of edges of (G,w). The base
case is a vertex-weighted graph with no edges. If such a graph has vertices of weights λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk,
then X(G,w) = pλ where λ = (λ1, . . . , λk).

First, we establish the following identity for any positive integer a:

σm(pa) = (−1)a−m
(
a

m

)
(21)

We show this for fixed a by induction on m, making use of Newton’s identity ([20], Chapter
1.2):

pa = (−1)a−1aea +
a−1∑
i=1

(−1)a−1+iea−ipi.
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The case m = 1 is clear from this. Now we assume the claim holds for m = b− 1 and prove it for
m = b. Using Newton’s identity followed by the inductive hypothesis we have

σb(pa) =
a−1∑
i=1

(−1)a−1+iσb−1(pi) =
a−1∑
i=1

(−1)a−1+i(−1)i−b+1
(

i

b− 1

)

= (−1)a−b
a−1∑
i=1

(
i

b− 1

)
= (−1)a−b

(
a

b

)

where we have used the Hockey Stick Identity.
We now establish the base case for the induction of the main proof. Recall that (G,w) has

vertices of weights λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk and no edges. First we evaluate directly the left-hand side of (20):

σm(X(G,w)) = σm(p(λ1,...,λk)) =
∑

(a1,...,ak)
σa1(pλ1) · · ·σak(pλk)

where this sum runs over all tuples (a1, . . . , ak) of positive integers satisfying ai ≤ λi and
a1 + · · ·+ ak = m. Expanding using (21), we get

∑
(a1,...,ak)

k∏
i=1

(−1)λi−ai
(
λi
ai

)
=

∑
(a1,...,ak)

(−1)|λ|−m
k∏
i=1

(
λi
ai

)
. (22)

Next we will simplify the right-hand side of (20) and show that it is equal to (22). In (G,w) there
is only one acyclic orientation γ, the empty orientation, and all vertices are sinks in this orientation,
so equivalently we are looking for all ways to choose the sink map S such that swt(S) = m. Then
the sum simplifies to

(−1)d−n
∑

swt(γ,S)=m
(−1)m−sink(γ) = (−1)|λ|−k(−1)m−k

∑
(a1,...,ak)

k∏
i=1

(
λi
ai

)

where the sum runs over the same tuples as in (22). Clearly these sums are equal, and this
establishes the base case.

We now show the inductive step. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph with g ≥ 1 edges, and
assume that (20) holds for all vertex-weighted graphs with fewer than g edges. We may assume
that (G,w) has no loops, as otherwise both sides of (20) are 0. Let e be an edge of (G,w), with
endpoints v1 and v2. In (G/e,w/e), let v∗ be the vertex arising from the contraction of v1 and v2.
Taking the deletion-contraction relation (4), applying σm to both sides, and multiplying both sides
by (−1)d−n we have

(−1)d−nσm(X(G\e,w)) = (−1)d−nσm(X(G,w))− (−1)d−n−1σm(X(G/e,w/e)).

By the inductive hypothesis

(−1)d−nσm(X(G\e,w)) =
∑

swt(G\e,γ,S)=m
(−1)m−sink(γ)

and
(−1)d−n−1σm(X(G/e,w/e)) =

∑
swt(G/e,γ,S)=m

(−1)m−sink(γ).
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To finish the proof it suffices to show that∑
swt(G\e,γ,S)=m

(−1)m−sink(γ) =
∑

swt(G,γ,S)=m
(−1)m−sink(γ) −

∑
swt(G/e,γ,S)=m

(−1)m−sink(γ)

or after multiplying both sides by (−1)m,∑
swt(G\e,γ,S)=m

(−1)sink(γ) =
∑

swt(G,γ,S)=m
(−1)sink(γ) −

∑
swt(G/e,γ,S)=m

(−1)sink(γ). (23)

To prove (23), we will work over a larger class of maps S whose domain is the set of all vertices
of a graph instead of just the sinks of a given acyclic orientation γ, and we also allow S(v) = ∅ for
all vertices v, while still requiring that S(v) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , w(v)}. We call S γ-admissible if S(v) 6= ∅
if and only if v ∈ Sink(γ). Thus we may rephrase (23) by allowing γ and S in the summations to
range over all acyclic orientations γ and all sink maps S with S(v) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , w(v)} for all v, but
where we define the corresponding summand to be (−1)sink(γ) if and only if S is γ-admissible, and
0 otherwise.

We show that for every acyclic orientation γ0 of G\e, and every map S0 : V (G) → 2N with
S0(v) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , w(v)} such that

∑
v∈V (G) |S0(v)| = m, the equation (23) is satisfied when sum-

ming over those γ and S where

• in G\e, γ = γ0 and S = S0.

• in G, γ restricted to G\e is γ0, and S = S0. This yields two choices for γ depending on
the orientation of the edge v1v2. Let γv1 be the one where v1 → v2, and γv2 the one where
v2 → v1.

• in G/e, γ = γv∗ is the contraction of γ0, and S = S′ is defined by S′(v) = S0(v) if v 6= v∗,
and S′(v∗) = S(v1) ∪ {w(v1) + i : i ∈ S(v2)}.

It is easy to check that every pair (γ, S) for each of G\e, G, and G/e is derived from exactly
one such (γ0, S0), so proving this claim will finish the proof of the theorem.

For ease of notation, we fix γ0 and S0 in what follows. Let T (G\e) denote the term corresponding
to γ0 and S0 in the summation for G\e in (23), and likewise let T (G/e) denote the term in the
summation for G/e corresponding to γv∗ and S′. Let T (Gv1) denote the term in the summation for
G corresponding to S0 and γv1 , and likewise for T (Gv2). Thus what we must show for every fixed
γ0 and S0 is

T (G\e) = T (Gv1) + T (Gv2)− T (G/e) (24)
We proceed by cases:

Case 1: γ0 has a directed path from v1 to v2 or from v2 to v1

Note that γ0 cannot have both of these directed paths since γ0 is acyclic. Without loss of
generality we assume the path is from v2 to v1. Then T (G/e) = 0 because γv∗ is not acyclic.
Also T (G\e) = (−1)sink(γ0) if S0 is γ0-admissible, and 0 otherwise. The orientation γv1 is not
acyclic, so T (Gv1) = 0. However, γv2 is acyclic, and has the same set of sinks as γ0, so also
T (Gv2) = (−1)sink(γ0) if S0 is γ0-admissible and 0 otherwise, and this satisfies (24).

Note that from now on, since we may assume there is no directed path between v1 and v2 in
γ0, the orientation γv∗ is acyclic.

Case 2: Neither v1 nor v2 is a sink with respect to γ0
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In this case, v1 and v2 are also not sinks in γv1 or γv2 , and v∗ is not a sink in γv∗ , so if it is not
the case that S0(v1) = S0(v2) = ∅, all terms of (24) are equal to 0. Otherwise, all terms are equal
to 1. In either case, (24) is satisfied.

Case 3: Exactly one of v1 or v2 is a sink with respect to γ0

Without loss of generality we may assume that v1 is a sink; the case where v2 is a sink is
analogous. Similarly to the previous case, if S0(v2) 6= ∅ then all terms of (24) are equal to 0 (note
that in γv∗ , vertex v∗ is a sink if and only if both v1 and v2 are). Thus, we may assume that
S0(v2) = ∅. We have two subcases to consider:

Case 3.1: S0(v1) = ∅

In this case T (G\e) = 0 as S0 is not γ0-admissible. Additionally, T (Gv2) = 0 as S0 is not
γv2-admissible. However, S0 is γv1-admissible since v1 is no longer a sink in γv1 , so T (Gv1) =
(−1)sink(γ0)−1. Also, as v∗ is not a sink in γv∗ , we have T (G/e) = (−1)sink(γ0)−1. Thus, this case
satisfies (24).

Case 3.2: S0(v1) 6= ∅

Then S0 is γ0-admissible, so T (G\e) = (−1)sink(γ0). Also S0 is γv2-admissible, but it is not
γv1-admissible, so T (Gv2) = (−1)sink(γ0) and T (Gv1) = 0. The map S′ is not γv∗-admissible, since
v∗ is not a sink, but S′(v∗) 6= ∅ since S0(u) 6= ∅, so T (G/e) = 0. This satisfies (24).

Case 4: Both v1 and v2 are sinks with respect to γ0

If S0(v1) = S0(v2) = ∅, then all terms of (24) are equal to 0. Thus we may assume that at least
one of these sets is nonempty. We again split into subcases.

Case 4.1: Exactly one of S0(v1) and S0(v2) is nonempty

Without loss of generality we may assume that S0(v1) 6= ∅ and S0(v2) = ∅; the other case is
analogous. Then S0 is not γ0-admissible, so T (G\e) = 0. Also, S0 is not γv1-admissible, so T (Gv1) =
0. However, S0 is γv2-admissible since here v2 is no longer a sink, so T (Gv2) = (−1)sink(γ0)−1. In
γv∗ , the contracted vertex v∗ is a sink and S′(v∗) is nonempty, so T (G/e) = (−1)sink(γ0)−1 since
the two sinks v1 and v2 became one sink. This satisfies (24).

Case 4.2: Both S0(v1) and S0(v2) are nonempty

In this case S0 is γ0-admissible, so T (G\e) = (−1)sink(γ0). However, S0 is neither γv1-admissible
nor γv2-admissible, so T (Gv1) = T (Gv2) = 0. In γv∗ , the contracted vertex v∗ is a sink, and S′(v∗)
is nonempty, so T (G/e) = (−1)sink(γ0)−1, since the two sinks v1 and v2 became one sink. This
satisfies (24).

Thus we have shown that (24) holds in all cases, and this finishes the proof.
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5 Further Applications

Considering vertex-weighted graphs with the chromatic symmetric function provides a new per-
spective and new tools for approaching major unsolved problems. We mention some of these
problems and possible approaches.

5.1 Chromatic Quasisymmetric Functions

One well-researched generalization of the chromatic symmetric function is the chromatic quasisym-
metric function of Shareshian and Wachs [32], defined on vertex-labeled graphs, or equivalently
on graphs equipped with an acyclic orientation. In the context of finding a deletion-contraction
relation it is more natural to look at the generalization of this function to simple graphs with an
arbitrary orientation, considered by Ellzey [10] and Alexandersson and Panova [1]. Given a graph G
with a fixed orientation γ, for any proper coloring κ of G define the ascent number asc(κ) to be the
number of edges v1 → v2 of γ such that κ(v1) < κ(v2). Using the notation xκ(G) =

∏
v∈V (G) xκ(v),

define the chromatic quasisymmetric function of G with respect to γ as

X(G,γ)(q, x1, x2, . . . ) =
∑
κ

xκ(G)qasc(κ) (25)

where the sum runs over all proper colorings κ of G.
It is natural to try to extend our definition on vertex-weighted graphs to work in this setting.

Ideally, such an extension would equip the chromatic quasisymmetric function with a deletion-
contraction relation. However, a first attempt

X(G,w,γ)(q, x1, x2, . . . ) =
∑
κ

xκ(G,w)qasc(κ) (26)

fails to provide a deletion-contraction relation. To see this, consider a vertex-weighted graph (G,w)
with edge e = v1v2, and assume we are considering an orientation of G in which v1 → v2. In the
following table, we determine how the power of q in a proper coloring κ of G\e relates to the power
of q of corresponding proper colorings of G/e or G (thus all numbers asc(κ) are relative to G\e):

κ(v1) vs κ(v2) G\e G/e G

= qasc(κ) qasc(κ) N/A
> qasc(κ) N/A qasc(κ)

< qasc(κ) N/A qasc(κ)+1

An explicit example illustrates the problem implied by the asymmetry of this table. Consider
the three-vertex path P3 with orientation γ0 that has exactly one sink, and exactly one source (a
vertex that is not the head of any oriented edge), and with all vertex weights equal to 1. Then if
we consider powers of q in the specialization x1 = x2 = x3 = 1, xi = 0 for i ≥ 4, we have

X(P3,13,γ0)(q, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . . ) = q2 + 10q + 1.

If we take the edge e of this path that has the source as an endpoint, then using the same special-
ization we have

X(P3\e,13,γ0) = 9q + 9

and
X(P3/e,13/e,γ0/e) = 3q + 3.
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Note that q + 1 divides the second and third of these functions but not the first, so we
cannot have a simple deletion-contraction relation of the form X(G,w,γ) = (f(q))aX(G\e,w,γ\e) ±
(g(q))bX(G/e,w/e,γ/e) where f and g are polynomials in q.

There is a way to provide a deletion-contraction analog if we expand upon how the relation may
look. Given a vertex-weighted graph (G,w) with fixed edge e = v1v2, and an orientation γ, define
γ←−e to be the same orientation as γ except with the order of the head and tail of edge e reversed.
Then the following relation holds:

Lemma 9. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph, and let e be an edge of G. Let γ be an orientation
of G. Then

X(G,w,γ) +X(G,w,γ←−e ) = (1 + q)(X(G\e,w,γ) −X(G/e,w/e,γ/e)). (27)

Proof. We first rearrange (27) into

(1 + q)X(G\e,w,γ) = X(G,w,γ) +X(G,w,γ←−e ) + (1 + q)X(G/e,w/e,γ/e). (28)

The result is clear if e is a loop, so let e = v1v2 have distinct endpoints. We show that (28)
holds by showing a one-to-one correspondence between the terms on the left-hand side, and sets of
terms on the right-hand side. Consider a proper coloring κ of G\e, and let asc(κ) be the ascent
number of κ with respect to γ. We split into cases based on the colors κ gives to v1 and v2.

If κ(v1) = κ(v2), then the term (1 + q)xκ(G\e, w)qasc(κ) is equal to the term
(1 + q)xκe(G/e,w/e)qasc(κ) of (1 + q)X(G/e,w/e,γ/e), where κe is the contraction of the coloring κ
with respect to e. Furthermore, there is no corresponding term of either X(G,w,γ) or X(G,w,γ←−e ) since
κ is not a proper coloring of G.

If κ(v1) 6= κ(v2), then we get a term of (1 + q)xκ(G\e, w)qasc(κ) on the left-hand side of (28) as
before. There is no corresponding term of X(G/e,w/e,γ/e) since the coloring κ does not contract to
one on G/e. We do get corresponding terms of both X(G,w,γ) and X(G,w,γ←−e ), equal to xκ(G,w)qasc(κ)

and xκ(G,w)qasc(κ)+1 in some order depending on the orientation of e. Furthermore, these terms
satisfy

(1 + q)xκ(G\e, w)qasc(κ) = xκ(G,w)qasc(κ) + xκ(G,w)qasc(κ)+1

since xκ(G\e, w) = xκ(G,w).
Thus, there is a bijective correspondence of terms from the left-hand side of (28) to a unique

set of terms on the right-hand side, and this concludes the proof.

5.2 e- and s-positivity

Another possible application of the deletion-contraction method is expanding the chromatic sym-
metric functions of certain families of graphs to prove that the coefficients are nonnegative in a
fixed basis. For this purpose, the edge-addition form (4) of the deletion-contraction relation seems
promising, as it is a sum instead of a difference, so would maintain nonnegativity.

Research in positivity has generally focused on incomparability graphs of partially ordered sets.
A partially ordered set (or poset) is pair (P,�) where P is a set, and � is a binary relation on P
that is a partial order on P , meaning that the following are satisfied:

• p � p for all p ∈ P (reflexivity)

• For any distinct p, q ∈ P at most one of p � q and q � p holds (antisymmetry)

• For any p, q, r ∈ P , if p � q and q � r then p � r (transitivity)
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Distinct elements p, q ∈ P are comparable if either p � q or q � p; otherwise p and q are incom-
parable. The incomparability graph of the poset (P,�) is the simple graph with vertex set P and
edge set {pq : p and q are incomparable}. It is denoted by Inc(P,�), or just Inc(P ) if there is no
ambiguity in the choice of relation �.

Any Q ⊆ P defines an induced subposet of P by simply considering (Q,�). Research on
positivity focuses on incomparability graphs of (3 + 1)-free posets, meaning those Inc(P ) where P
does not contain an induced subposet isomorphic to ({a, b, c, d},�), where a � b, b � c, a � c, and
d is incomparable to all of a, b, c. In particular, one of the most important open problems involving
the chromatic symmetric function is the Stanley-Stembridge conjecture:

Conjecture 10. ([29]) Every incomparability graph of a (3 + 1)-free poset is e-positive.2

Thus, we consider e-positivity of vertex-weighted graphs in an attempt to approach the Stanley-
Stembridge conjecture, perhaps by generalizing it to a class of graphs on which deletion-contraction
may be applied.

In the case of a vertex-weighted graph (G,w) with n vertices and total weight d, it is easy to
see from equations (6) and (12) that in the e-basis expansion the coefficient of ed is (−1)d−n, so
the natural extension is to ask whether (−1)d−nX(G,w) is e-positive.

This question of e-positivity can be answered for all vertex-weighted graphs with nontrivial
vertex weights. We define a connected partition of a vertex-weighted graph (G,w) to be a partition
P1t· · ·tPm = V (G) of the vertex set such that for each i, the subgraph ofG induced by restricting to
Pi is connected. We define the type of a connected partition to be the integer partition whose parts
are w(P1), . . . , w(Pm). The following lemma may be proved by a straightforward generalization of
the proof of ([34], Proposition 1.3.3):

Lemma 11. If (G,w) is a vertex-weighted graph with n vertices and total weight d such that
(−1)d−nX(G,w) is e-positive, and (G,w) has a connected partition of type λ ` d, then it also has a
connected partition of type µ for every partition µ that is a refinement of λ.

This yields:

Corollary 12. Let (G,w) be a vertex-weighted graph. If there is a vertex v ∈ V (G) such that
w(v) > 1, then (−1)d−nX(G,w) is not e-positive.

Proof. Let (G,w) have vertex weights w1 ≥ · · · ≥ wn. Then (G,w) has a connected partition of
type (w1, . . . , wn), but it does not have one of type 1d, so by the previous lemma, (−1)d−nX(G,w)
is not e-positive.

Although this answers the natural weighted analogue of the Stanley-Stembridge Conjecture,
there is more work to be done here. The e-basis may not be optimal for considering vertex-
weighted graphs; perhaps there is a choice of basis better suited for positivity questions in this
setting. Alternatively, perhaps we may still modify the conjecture to apply in this setting; for
example, one possible approach would be to lower-bound the e-basis coefficients of certain vertex-
weighted graphs of n vertices and total weight d by a function of the “excess weight” d− n in such
a way that this lower bound is 0 when d− n = 0.

In addition to e-positivity, a result of Gasharov provided the first major step into studying
s-positivity of the chromatic symmetric function. Given a poset (P,�), and a partition λ ` |P |,

2Notably, [15] shows that this conjecture is equivalent to the statement that unit interval graphs are e-positive.
This is a seemingly stronger statement, since unit interval graphs are precisely the incomparability graphs of posets
that are simultaneously (3 + 1)− and (2 + 2)−free.
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define a P-tableau of shape λ to be a filling of the Young diagram of shape λ with elements of P ,
each occurring exactly once, satisfying

• The entries are strictly increasing along rows (if q is immediately to the right of p, then p � q).

• The entries are weakly increasing down columns (if q is immediately below p, then q � p).

Thus, a P -tableau of shape λ is a generalization of the notion of a semi-standard Young tableau
(with rows and columns switched). Gasharov [12] showed:

Theorem 13. Let P be a (3+1)-free poset, and for each λ ` |P |, let fPλ be the number of P -tableaux
of shape λ. Then

XInc(P ) =
∑
λ`|P |

fPλ sλ.

In particular, claw-free incomparability graphs are s-positive.

Further results since have determined the value of specific coefficients in the s-basis expansion of
XG, even for graphs G that are not incomparability graphs. For example, Kaliszewski [17] showed

Theorem 14. Let G be a graph with n vertices, and let ak(G) be the number of acyclic orientations
of G with exactly k sinks. Then when expanding XG in the basis of Schur functions, the coefficient
of s(m,1n−m) is

n∑
k=1

(
k − 1
m− 1

)
ak(G)

Very recently, David and Monica Wang [33] have shown a general formula for any Schur function
coefficient of a chromatic symmetric function as a weighted, signed sum of special rim-hook tabloids.
Although we do not yet have results concerning the s-positivity of vertex-weighted graphs, we
believe that the use of a deletion-contraction relation could prove useful in this context as well.

5.3 Other Possible Applications

There are many further possible applications of the vertex-weighted graph construction. The au-
thors’ paper [6] extends these ideas to the bad coloring chromatic symmetric function XBG of
Stanley [31], and uses deletion-contraction to find many ways to construct graphs with equal chro-
matic symmetric function, similar to the methods of Orellana and Scott [23]. Other possible avenues
of interest may include

• Partition systems as described by Lenart and Ray [18]. Given a set S and a partition σ of S,
they define a partition system P to be a set of subsets of S such that P contains the empty
set and all blocks of σ, and all other elements of P are unions of the blocks of σ (henceforth
the blocks of σ are called atoms of P , and the set of atoms is denoted At(P ) so we may
drop mention of σ). One example of a partition system is the independence complex I(G)
of a graph G, where the set is V (G), and I(G) = {A ⊆ V (G) : ∀v1, v2 ∈ A, v1v2 /∈ E(G)}.
In particular, I(G) is an abstract simplicial complex, meaning that for every A ⊆ V (G),
A ∈ I(G)→ B ∈ I(G)∀B ⊆ A.
For a partition system P on a set S, one may define

XP =
∑
κ

∏
s∈S

xκ(s)
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where the sum ranges over all κ : S → Z+ such that for each positive integer i, the set
{s ∈ S : κ(s) = i} is in P . Then clearly XG = XI(G). Lenart and Ray showed that for any
nonempty U ∈ P that is not an atom

XP = XP\\U +XP/U

where P\\U = P\{W : U ⊆ W} and P/U = {W ∈ P : U ⊆ W or U ∩W = ∅}. In the case
P = I(G) where G is a simple graph, the atoms are all vertices of G, and the possible choices
of U are the independent sets of G. Taking the particular choice of U = v1v2 where v1v2 is a
nonedge of G yields

XG\e = XG +XP/v1v2 .

This does not provide a direct deletion-contraction relation for XG because in P/v1v2 not all
atoms are singletons, and thus the partition system does not correspond to the independence
complex of a graph. Our X(G,w) provides the necessary construction to generalize this result
to graphs, and it may be possible to relate other results on XP to X(G,w).

• Lenart and Ray also define an umbral chromatic polynomial χφ(P ;x) [18, 27] for any partition
system P , defined as a polynomial over the algebra Z[φ1, φ2, . . . ], where the φi are indeterm-
inates. They show that for graphs G, knowing χφ(I(G);x) is equivalent to knowing XG, and
that χφ(P ;x) satisfies an analog of deletion-contraction ([18], Proposition 5.7). As with XP ,
this relation does not correspond to one on XG because it includes terms involving partition
systems P that do not correspond to graphs; however, the introduction of X(G,w) provides
an intermediate step, and it may be of interest to determine how the vertex-weighted graph
construction fits into this setting, especially in the context of the addition-contraction tree
given in [27].

• The path-cycle symmetric function on digraphs defined by Chow [5]. In particular, the most
appropriate formulation to generalize is likely

ΘD(x1, x2, . . . , y1, y2, . . . ) =
∑

(S,κ)

∏
v1 in a path

xκ(v1)
∏

v2 in a cycle
yκ(v2)

where the sum ranges over path-cycle covers S and colorings κ of D such that paths and
cycles are monochromatic, and the paths receive distinct colors. Perhaps there is something
akin to a natural deletion-contraction relation in this context.

• The double poset construction of Grinberg [14]. He defines a double poset (E,�1,�2) using
two partial orders on the same base set, and given a weight function w : E → Z+, he defines
the function

Γ(E,w) =
∑

π:E→Z+

∏
e∈E

x
w(e)
π(e)

where the sum runs over all π that are E-partitions, a notion that generalizes (P, ω)-partitions.
Results on Γ(E,w) are in some cases directly applicable to X(G,w). For example, as an
alternate proof of (8), one could fix an orientation γ and pass to quasisymmetric functions.
Then, upon swapping out the symmetric function involution for the related antipode on
quasisymmetric functions, (8) reduces to a special case of ([14], Theorem 4.2). There are
likely other relations between these functions waiting to be discovered.
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5.4 A Brief Note On Weighted Trees

As a final note we would be remiss not to mention one of the other major open problems of the
chromatic symmetric function, the tree isomorphism conjecture, inspired by a question of Stanley
[29]:

Conjecture 15. If G and H are trees, and XG = XH , then G and H are isomorphic.

This conjecture has been shown to be true for trees with up to 29 vertices [16]. A natural
question is whether it is possible that a stronger statement holds, that the chromatic symmetric
function distinguishes vertex-weighted trees. This is false, as can be seen in the following example
from [19] by comparing

(a) The five-vertex path with vertex weights 1, 2, 1, 3, 2 in that order, and
(b) The five-vertex path with vertex weights 1, 3, 2, 1, 2 in that order.

1 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2

Figure 1: Weighted trees with the same chromatic symmetric function

It is seen easily that these are not isomorphic as vertex-weighted graphs. To see that nonetheless
they have the same chromatic symmetric function, we apply the addition form (4) of the deletion-
contraction rule to the non-edge represented by the dashed line. Then the chromatic symmetric
function of both (a) and (b) is the same as that of a five-vertex cycle with vertex weights 1, 2, 1, 3, 2
cyclically, added to that of a four-vertex cycle with vertex weights 3, 3, 2, 1 cyclically.

However, in this example the two underlying unweighted trees are isomorphic. We do not know
of an example of two vertex-weighted trees (T,w) and (T ′, w′) with T and T ′ nonisomorphic as
unweighted trees, but with X(T,w) = X(T ′,w′).
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